High-resolution computed tomography (CT) reconstructions currently require either full field of view (FOV) exposure, resulting in high dose, or region of interest (ROT) exposure, resulting in artifacts. To obtain high-resolution 3D reconstruction of an ROT with minimal artifacts, we have developed a method involving a non-uniform ROT beam filter to reduce dose outside the ROT while acquiring the ROT at a higher dose. High-resolution, high-dose full-field projections of a phantom were obtained. ROTs in the images were selected and the low-dose data outside the ROT were simulated b y a dding v arious levels o fn oise t o t he p rojection d ata c orresponding t o a dose o f 1 /16 a nd 1 /256 o f the original dose. For an ROT of 30% FOV, artifacts in the reconstructed ROT were minimal for both dose reduction levels. For an ROT of 10% FOV, artifacts remained minimal only for the l/l6 dose case. The effect of the presence of a high contrast object outside the ROT was also studied. We found that the intensity of the artifacts increases with the contrast of the object, its size, and its distance from the axis ofrotation. CT using an ROT filter provides a way to reconstruct an ROT with reduced integral dose and yet with minimal artifacts and improved spatial resolution.
INTRODUCTION
Development o f high-resolution d etectors for C omputed T omography ( CT) r econstruction h as e nabled r econstruction resolution on the order of tens of microns, thus enabling reconstruction of small structures like the cochlea in the inner ear, a stent deployed in a vessel1, etc. But to achieve high resolution in the reconstruction, the dose required for imaging is very high. To overcome this problem, the area outside the ROT may be blocked by using an x-ray opaque material like lead, reducing the integral dose considerably. Since no data is available outside the ROT, the reconstruction suffers severe artifacts often rendering the image useless. Different approaches have been proposed to reduce these artifacts by estimating data outside the ROT. Lewitt and Bates2 developed an interpolation technique to determine the truncated data. B . 0Imesorge e t a l, d eveloped a n e xtrapolation p rocedure which c an b e i ncorporated into t he c onvolution5 tep o f a filtered back projection. These estimated projections may not model the objects outside the ROT accurately and hence will suffer from artifacts when reconstructed. K. J. Ruchala et a14, used the a priori information from treatment planning CT data in improving the limited field of view (LFOV) reconstruction for online CT systems. But the use of this method is limited to the case in which a priori information is available. H. R. Hooper and B. G. Fallone5 have proposed a method of combining two or more sets of truncated projection data of an object for a fan beam system by merging their sinograms. But this method is limited to fan beam systems and has not been extended for cone-beam systems. A. Faridani et al6 7 have proposed a technique called "Local Tomography" which reconstructs using the attenuation measurement along lines very close to the point of interest. But the reconstructed image from local tomography does not represent the map ofthe attenuation coefficients, but only the edges and boundaries.
In the first part of this paper, we propose an ROT CT technique involving an ROT beam filter8 to obtain a low dose image outside the ROT and high dose image inside the ROT to obtain reduced artifacts in the reconstructed image. Unlike other methods, no approximations or a priori information are required. For this investigation, the low dose data was simulated by adding Gaussian-distributed noise outside the ROl in projection images of a vessel phantom with the ROT remaining unchanged. In the second part ofthe paper, the effect ofan object lying outside the ROT in producing artifacts in the ROT is discussed.
ROl RECONSTRUCTION

Image acquisition
The projection images for the study were acquired using a micro-CT cone-beam system (tCBCT) as shown in Figure 1 . The system specification were 1 . An x-ray tube from a Bennett MF-1500G Mammography unit, (Beimett X-ray Corporation, Copiague, NY, USA) with a focal spot of 100 microns, 3 1 kVp, 150 mA and an exposure time of 50 ms. 2. A detector9 that utilizes a 2D CCD camera and has a field of view (FOV) of approximately 5 cm X 5 cm.
The pixel size is 43 microns with an image size of 1024 X 1024 and bit depth of 12.
.
A rotary stage with 0. 1 degree precision to acquire images every 2° for a full 360° rotation; thus, 180 projection images are acquired.
4.
Vessel phantom constructed using silicon elastomer tube with inner diameter of 3 millimeter. A Tn-Star stent (Guidant Corporation, Indianapolis, IN, USA) was deployed at the neck of the aneurysm. The lumen was filled with a mixture of5O% contrast and 50% solution ofwater and glycerin mixed 60/40 by volume. 5. A reconstructed volume of 128 voxels with an isotropic voxel size of 50 microns.
As indicated in Figure 1 , the x-ray source and detector are stationary, and the object is rotated. The projection data acquired from the detector are convolved with the Shepp-Logan filter, after which a Feldkamp reconstruction1° is performed. 
Low dose simulation
To achieve reduced artifacts in the ROT, we need to obtain low dose data outside the ROT and high dose data in the ROT. This could be accomplished by placing a non-uniform ROT filter in the x-ray beam between the collimator and the object as indicated in Figure 2 . Tn this paper, the dose reduction due to the ROT filter is simulated by increasing the noise level outside the ROT in the projection images.
Noise and Blur
The dose and relative noise1' in the projection image are related by the equation 0r2 cc 1/dose (1) Proc. of SPIE Vol. 5368 535
where cYrrefers to the relative noise (relative standard deviation) in the image.
In this study, we chose two different dose levels outside the ROT of 1/16 and 1/256 ofits original. In both dose levels, the noise level outside the ROl was modified by adding a Gaussian noise of 4 and 16 times its original value. 
Simulation studies
Full FOV projection images of a vessel phantom with an aneurysm in which a stent was placed across the aneurysm neck were obtained. The region corresponding to the ROT was determined, and four different simulations were studied as listed in Table 1 . In each of these cases, the region outside the ROT was modified while that inside the ROT was unchanged. Table 1 : Different simulation cases for data outside ROT.
In the first case, the intensity values outside the ROT was set to zero to correspond to a condition when the outside is completely collimated. In the second case, the user indicates the region corresponding to the unattenuated portion in the original image. The average value in this region is taken as the estimated constant value outside the ROT. In the third case, the dose level was 1/16 times its original value, and for the fourth case, the dose level was chosen to be 1/256 times its original value. In all four cases, both a small and a large square-shaped ROT's were studied. The large ROT had a width of3O% offull FOV width and the smaller ROT had a width of 10% offull FOV width.
Metrics
Qualitative metrics like details visible and the amount of artifact reduced in the reconstructed ROT were used to compare the effectiveness of ROT CT. For quantitative comparison, the difference image between the ROl reconstruction and the full FOV reconstruction was obtained and the root mean square (RMS) value in the difference image within the ROT was calculated in Hounsfield units (HU). The range which is defined as the difference between the maximum and minimum value in the difference image was also obtained in HU.
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2.6 Generation of the projection images.
The projection images for the four cases as described in section 2.4 were created for ROT reconstruction. Figure 3 shows examples of the projection images. Figure 3a is the full FOV projection image of a vessel phantom. Figure 3b is the simulated projection image for the larger ROT which approximately corresponds to the region shown by the solid square in Figure 3a and Figure 3c is the simulated projection image for the smaller ROT which approximately corresponds to the region shown by the dotted square in Figure 3a . In both cases, the value outside the ROT is set to zero (Case 1 of Table  1 ). Similar images were generated for the other cases with a constant value outside the ROl and for dose levels of 1/16 and 1/256 outside ROT. 
EFFECT OF OBJECTS OUTSIDE THE ROl
Objects lying outside the ROT will contribute to artifacts in the ROT during reconstruction because they may be included in a subset of the projections of the ROT. To study the artifacts created by objects outside the ROT and compare it with those obtained for objects in a full FOV reconstruction, we created simulated projection images of a bead. The magnitude ofthe artifacts was quantified by measuring the standard deviation at the center ofthe reconstructed images.
For the full FOV reconstruction, the beads were placed at different distances from the center of the image, given different sizes and different levels of contrast and Gaussian noise was added to simulate a real acquisition. These simulated projection images were then used to reconstruct 3D data sets and graphs were plotted showing the relationship between artifacts versus distance, size, and contrast. The FOV for this study was 1 .28 centimeter with a pixel size of 50 microns and magnification of 2.
For ROT reconstruction, a 0.5 cm square ROT at the center of image (which is equivalent to 0. 125 cm ROT radius on the object plane) was chosen in the full FOV images. The noise outside the ROT was set to correspond to a dose level 1/16th of that inside the ROl. The ROT's were reconstructed for different position, size and contrast of the bead and the standard deviation plotted as a function of each parameter. In all the cases, the ROT was empty and the bead was either completely or partly outside the ROl. Figure 4 presents the reconstructed slice obtained with full FOV reconstruction. 
RESULTS
Full FOV reconstruction
Large ROl.
The results for the large ROl are presented in Figure 5 . When outside the ROl is set to zero (Figure 5a ), high contrast objects like stent wires are discernible but lower in contrast, extended objects like the aneurysm are unclear. When the region outside the ROl was set to the estimated constant value (Figure 5b ), artifacts at the edge of the ROT are 
Small ROl
The results for the small ROT are presented in Figure 6 . When the data outside the ROT is set to zero in the projection image, only some of the details like stent wires inside the ROT in the reconstructed image (Figure 6a ) are visible due to the artifacts at the edge of the ROT. When the data outside the ROT is set to the estimated value (Figure 6b ), the ROT has artifacts. When the dose level outside the ROT is 1/256 of its original value (Figure 6c ), the artifacts inside the ROT are further reduced. The RMS difference between the full FOV reconstruction and this ROT reconstruction is 73HU, and the range of the difference image is 12OHU. For a dose level outside the ROT 1/16 of the original value (Figure 6d ), the quality of the reconstructed image in the ROT is close to that of the full FOV reconstruction (Figure 4 ). The RMS difference between this image and the full FOV reconstruction is 3 .4HU, and the range is 20 HU. 
Non-centered ROl
Displaced detector can be used to increase the area of reconstruction when imaging objects larger than the FOV of the detector. In this scheme, the detector is displaced from the center of the image from 0 to 50% offull FOV size and the truncated images are obtained. Ge Wang'2 has developed a weighting scheme for reconstruction from these truncated images. Similarly, non-centered ROl's (i.e., ROT's whose centers do not match with the center of the projection image) are useful in increasing the size ofthe ROI in the reconstructed image. But unlike the displaced detector, the data outside are acquired images. We simulated the non-centered ROT in the projection image and reconstructed them for all four conditions (as listed in Table 1 ) and found a similar quality of reconstruction for the centered and non-centered ROT. Figure 7 shows the results following reconstruction of a bead with full FOV projections. It can be seen that the standard deviation of a central region in the reconstructed image (Size 16 by 16 pixels; 0.8 by 0.8 millimeters) increases with increase in the contrast and size of the object and decreases with the increasing distance of the object from the image center. Thus for full FOV reconstruction (Figure 7) , the farther the object, the lesser it contributes to the artifact at the center of the image. This is essentially the result ofthe back-projection process. But for ROT CT (Figure 8 ), the farther the object, the more it contributes to the artifacts at the center of image because the object contributes to a fewer number of projection views as its distance from the center increases.
Effect of objects outside ROl
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CONCLUSION
From the simulation, it can be seen that for the large ROT in this phantom study even at a dose level of 1/256 outside the ROT, we obtain good quality in the reconstructed image within the ROT. For the large ROT, we obtain good reconstruction even with estimated data (Figure 5b ) because the region. outside the ROT is relatively uniform, but in general this may not be the case. For a smaller ROT, a dose level of 1/16 results in a reconstructed image close to the full FOV reconstruction. Unlike extrapolation, actual data is acquired outside the ROT and hence the reconstruction will be superior in the case ofROT CT. Also no apriori information is required for this technique.
In this paper, we have presented a simulation study for ROT CT whereby the intensity level outside the ROT is the same as that inside. But when data is acquired using an actual ROT beam filter, the data inside and outside the ROT will be at different intensity levels as they are acquired at two different doses and their intensity must be matched'3 prior to backprojection.
For full FOV reconstruction, the obj ects lying far away from the center of the image result in fewer artifacts at the center of the reconstructed image but for ROT CT, the farther the object, the more it contributes to artifacts. Thus high contrast objects like bone, implants etc lying outside the ROT would results in more artifacts in the reconstructed ROT image hence may limit the use ofROT CT in some applications.
An enhancement of the proposed ROT CT technique could be to perform two scans. One of the scans would be obtained at low dose and with a low resolution full FOV detector and the second scan at a high dose and using a high resolution ROT detector and the two sets of projection data would be fused before reconstruction. An alternate approach could use a hybrid detector that combines high resolution in the ROT and low resolution outside the ROT. In this case, an ROT filter is used to reduce the dose outside the ROT.
In summary, this ROT CT technique helps in 1 . Determining the high frequency content in the peripheral areas of the projection image, and hence substantially reducing the artifacts in the reconstructed ROT. 2. Tmproving the spatial resolution within the reconstructed ROT when used with a high resolution detector in the ROT.
.
Reducing the dose to the patient outside the ROT and 4. Reducing the scattered radiation in the cone-beam projection images. 
